
Star Wars Legends Republic Commando: A
Comprehensive Guide to the Elite Clone Force
In the vast tapestry of the Star Wars Legends universe, the Republic
Commando series stands as a testament to the indomitable spirit of the
clone troopers who fought tirelessly against the Separatist threat during the
Clone Wars. This comprehensive guide will delve into the captivating lore,
characters, and missions of Star Wars Legends Republic Commando,
exploring the elite clone force's unwavering determination and the
sacrifices they made in the face of overwhelming odds.
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Republic Commando follows the exploits of Delta Squad, an elite unit of
clone commandos created during the Clone Wars. Led by the enigmatic
Sergeant Boss, Delta Squad was comprised of four highly skilled soldiers:
the sharpshooter Sev, the demolition expert Fixer, the hacker Scorch, and
the heavy weapons specialist Boss. Together, they formed an unbreakable
bond, sharing a deep sense of loyalty and camaraderie.

The Mandalorian Heritage

The clone commandos were not mere replicas of Jango Fett, the
Mandalorian bounty hunter who served as their genetic template. They
inherited a rich Mandalorian heritage, including a deep respect for honor
and a fierce determination to protect the innocent. This Mandalorian spirit
would guide Delta Squad throughout their perilous missions.

The Clone Wars and Order 66
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Republic Commando takes place during the Clone Wars, a galaxy-
spanning conflict between the Galactic Republic and the Separatist
Alliance. As clone troopers, Delta Squad fought alongside Jedi Generals in
countless battles, proving their worth as elite soldiers. However, their
loyalty would be tested when Order 66, a secret protocol implanted in their
brains, forced them to turn against their Jedi allies.

Gameplay and Missions

Star Wars Legends Republic Commando is a first-person shooter game
that offers intense and immersive gameplay. Players take control of Delta
Squad and embark on a series of dangerous missions, ranging from
stealthy infiltrations to all-out firefights. Each mission showcases the unique
skills of Delta Squad members, as they work together to overcome
seemingly insurmountable odds.

Characters

Sergeant Boss: The enigmatic leader of Delta Squad, Boss is a
skilled tactician and a natural-born leader. His unwavering
determination and unwavering loyalty to his squadmates make him an
inspiring figure.

Sev: The sharpshooter of Delta Squad, Sev is a deadly marksman
with a quick wit and a sarcastic sense of humor. His sharp tongue
often provides comic relief amidst the chaos of battle.

Fixer: The demolition expert of Delta Squad, Fixer is a master of
explosives and a skilled engineer. His dry humor and quick thinking
make him a valuable asset to the team.



Scorch: The hacker of Delta Squad, Scorch is a technological genius
with a mischievous streak. His ability to manipulate computer systems
and disable enemy defenses makes him a formidable opponent.

Legacy and Impact

Star Wars Legends Republic Commando has left an enduring legacy in the
Star Wars universe. Its immersive gameplay, compelling story, and
memorable characters have captivated fans worldwide. The game has also
inspired numerous fan-created works, including books, comics, and fan
films. The elite clone commandos of Delta Squad have become iconic
figures in the Star Wars Legends canon, standing as a testament to the
courage, sacrifice, and unwavering determination of those who fought in
the Clone Wars.

Star Wars Legends Republic Commando is not just a game; it is a
testament to the boundless possibilities of the Star Wars universe. It offers
an immersive and engaging experience that transports players into the
heart of the Clone Wars, where they can witness the indomitable spirit and
unwavering loyalty of the elite clone force known as Delta Squad. Whether
you are a seasoned Star Wars fan or a newcomer to the franchise,
Republic Commando is a must-play game that will captivate and inspire
you.
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